Park-Let, a new alternative in Fully
Automatic Parking
A complete solution in
the existing basement
that includes car
elevators

A similar solution in one level,
but without car elevators

Park-Let
 Space saving
 Scalable
 Fast and efficient
 Reliability
 Future sustainable
 Possible to charge electric vehicles
 Low investment costs

Park-Let
Background
Park-Let is a fully automatic parking solution developed by the brothers
Mogens and Claus Hjort.
The requirement of 24 underground parking spaces to a residential
property project, which only had an area for 10 conventional parking
spaces, was the classic challenge. Through innovative ideas and
persistent engineering work we succeeded in developing a fully
automatic parking solution with capability for 24 cars.
During the developing process we became aware of the fact that
we have developed a quite new alternative for parking that
surpasses existing fully automatic parking solutions in many
parameters.
Facts about Park-Let:
Space saving. The parking solution utilizes the area in an optimal
way. The space saving is 30-50% compared to “robot
solutions”/conventional parking solutions.
Fast and efficient. Parking a car takes less than ½ minute and
picking up a car takes from ½ to 2 minutes at a 30-cars parking
solution.
Flexible. The parking solution is scalable in multiple solutions. We
are able to present outlined projects of parking facilities to e.g. 500
cars in one or more levels, depending on the specific conditions.
Low costs of investment and operation. Depending on the size
the costs of investment are EUR 13,500 – 20,000 per parking space.
Reliability. The parking facility is based on technically well-known
components, which are durable and inexpensive in operation and
maintenance. Service of the solution is simple and the service
interval is two times per year. It makes up an estimated monthly
cost of EUR 50 per car.
Future sustainable. Park-Let is the only known fully automatic
solution that is able to offer automatic charging of electric vehicles
and an App for easily parking/picking up the car.
Broad segment. A flexible parking solution designed for new and old
properties - for basements, ground levels and in several levels.
By changing a conventional parking solution to be fully automatic
parking up to 50% parking spaces can be added.
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